Droplet deforming behavior under another set of experimental condition
Supplement Fig. 1 shows that, when Q 1 =0.2mL/h and Q 2 =1.2mL/h, as the droplet exits the nozzle, it undergoes a shape deforming process: DI decrease first then increase to a constant, which means that the droplet stretches first then shrinks in the transverse direction. Q 2 was set at 0.7mL/h. W=1000μm, h=40 μm. n>38 for each data point.
Supplement Fig. 2 shows that, when Q 1 /Q 2 was increased, L/W of water-in-oil droplets also increased. The data curves of oil samples FO0-FO4 distinctly separate themselves from each other, due to the fundamental differences in their viscosity and interfacial tension. For a given ratio of Q 1 /Q 2 , the steady-state length of the droplets consistently decreased over the frying period. 
Effects of viscosity and interfacial tension
The changes of L/W caused by viscosity differences is
and the changes of L/W caused by interfacial tension differences is
From the above two equations it can be seen that 
